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            Abstract
Current programmable nuclease-based methods (for example, CRISPRâ€“Cas9) for the precise correction of a disease-causing genetic mutation harness the homology-directed repair pathway. However, this repair process requires the co-delivery of an exogenous DNA donor to recode the sequence and can be inefficient in many cell types. Here we show that disease-causing frameshift mutations that result from microduplications can be efficiently reverted to the wild-type sequence simply by generating a DNA double-stranded break near the centre of the duplication. We demonstrate this in patient-derived cell lines for two diseases: limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 2G (LGMD2G)1 and Hermanskyâ€“Pudlak syndrome type 1 (HPS1)2. Clonal analysis of inducible pluripotent stem (iPS) cells from the LGMD2G cell line, which contains a mutation in TCAP, treated with the Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9) nuclease revealed that about 80% contained at least one wild-type TCAP allele; this correction also restored TCAP expression in LGMD2G iPS cell-derived myotubes. SpCas9 also efficiently corrected the genotype of an HPS1 patient-derived B-lymphoblastoid cell line. Inhibition of polyADP-ribose polymerase 1 (PARP-1) suppressed the nuclease-mediated collapse of the microduplication to the wild-type sequence, confirming that precise correction is mediated by the microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) pathway. Analysis of editing by SpCas9 and Lachnospiraceae bacterium ND2006 Cas12a (LbCas12a) at non-pathogenic 4â€“36-base-pair microduplications within the genome indicates that the correction strategy is broadly applicable to a wide range of microduplication lengths and can be initiated by a variety of nucleases. The simplicity, reliability and efficacy of this MMEJ-based therapeutic strategy should permit the development of nuclease-based gene correction therapies for a variety of diseases that are associated with microduplications.
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                    Fig. 1: MMEJ-based repair efficiently and precisely corrects TCAP allele containing an 8-bp duplication.[image: ]


Fig. 2: MMEJ-based repair efficiently and precisely corrects HPS1 allele containing 16-bp microduplication.[image: ]


Fig. 3: PARP-1 inhibition decreases efficiency of MMEJ-based repair.[image: ]


Fig. 4: MMEJ-based approach efficiently achieves precise collapse of endogenous microduplications across various repeat lengths.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Raw data associated with Extended Data Fig.Â 10 are reported in Supplementary TableÂ 3. Raw script used for retrieving microduplication data listed in Supplementary TableÂ 3 will be available upon request. Raw Illumina sequencing reads and PacBio data for this study have been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology Information Short Read Archive under bioproject ID PRJNA517630.

            

Code availability

              
              Data analysis used a combination of publicly available software and custom code, as detailed in the Methods. Custom Python (CRESA-lpp.py) and R (indel_background_filtering.R) scripts used in the Illumina data analysis and the shell script (Tcap_pacbio_analysis.sh) used for the analysis of the PacBio data are hosted on GitHub (https://github.com/locusliu/PCR_Amplicon_target_deep_seq). Scripts for the bioinformatic analysis of pathogenic microduplications are hosted at https://rambutan.umassmed.edu/duplications/.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Indel populations resulting from SpCas9 editing at the TCAP locus.
a, Indel percentages resulting from SpCas9 RNP treatment in patient-derived iPS cells homozygous for the 8-bp microduplication or in wild-type iPS cells. MeanÂ Â±Â s.e.m. from three biological replicates. b, Breakdown of indel classes resulting from SpCas9 treatment of myoblasts derived from patient-derived LGMD2G iPS cells. MeanÂ Â±Â s.e.m. from three biological replicates. c, Sequence alignment of the edited alleles resulting from SpCas9 RNP treatment of LGMD2G iPS cells. Red and blue text indicates DNA repeats that constitute the microduplication, and collapse is indicated by half red and half blue text. Dashes indicate deleted bases and purple text indicates inserted bases. Data are from one biological replicate out of three independent biological replicates. d, Sequence alignment of the edited alleles resulting from SpCas9 RNP treatment of myoblasts derived from patient-derived LGMD2G iPS cells. Data are from one biological replicate out of three independent biological replicates.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 2 PacBio long-read sequencing analysis for SpCas9-edited LGMD2G iPS cells at the TCAP locus.
a, Percentage of gene modification observed from PacBio sequencing (one replicate from Fig.Â 1c out of three biological replicates). Green, alleles containing the 8-bp deletion; grey, other small indels(â‰¤100Â bp); blue, large insertions (0.14%, not visible on the graph); maroon, large deletions (>100 bp). b, IGV graphs depicting representative reads obtained for unedited (top) and edited (bottom) LGMD2G iPS cells, spanning a genomic region of about 2,035 bp surrounding the TCAP target site. Red caret indicates the 8-bp deletion site. Data represent one replicate out of three independent biological replicates.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 3 PacBio long-read sequencing analysis of SpCas9-edited LGMD2G iPS cells clones and a complex colony at the TCAP locus.
IGV graphs depicting representative reads obtained for clonal isolates of edited LGMD2G iPS cells (Fig.Â 1d), spanning a genomic region of about 2,035Â bp surrounding the TCAP target site. The genotype of the clones (deduced by Illumina deep sequencing) is indicated beside an enlargement of the TCAP target region within the PacBio data. The sequences of the two alleles (listed above the IGV plot) obtained from sequencing are shown with repeats in red and blue. Alleles that reverted to wild-type as a result of collapse of microduplication are half red/half blue. Bottom, IGV plot for one complex iPS cell colony that appears to have been nucleated by more than one cell, with large deletions present in the genome (sizes indicated).


Extended Data Fig. 4 Detection of telethonin expression by flow cytometry in patient-derived cells treated with SpCas9.
a, Contour plots from a representative flow cytometry assay to detect telethonin expression in healthy control cells (TCAP+/+), patient cells (TCAPâˆ’/âˆ’), and SpCas9-treated homozygous and heterozygous iPS clone-derived myoblasts differentiated for 10 days in culture. Plots are representative of three independent replicates. b, Histograms from a representative flow cytometry assay to detect telethonin expression. Left, overlay of anti-telethonin antibody staining for four representative samples for different TCAP genotypes. Right, comparison between patient cells and healthy control cells, and SpCas9-treated homozygous and heterozygous iPS clone-derived myoblasts differentiated for 10 days in culture. Histograms are representative of three independent replicates. c, Cells were selected by removing cell debris first as shown by gate P1, and then single cells were selected from P1 by removing clustered cells as shown by gate P2. The cells in gate P2 were used for flow analysis. Plots are representative of one biological replicate. d, Average percentage of telethonin-expressing cells from two technical replicates of three biological replicates. Error bars indicate s.e.m (nÂ =Â 6) and circles represent individual data points. P values (P =Â 0.33 for patient versus heterozygous and *P =Â 0.04 for patient versus homozygous clones) were calculated by two-sided Studentâ€™s t-test (Supplementary TableÂ 9).Â ns, not significant. e, Western blot showing validation of anti-telethonin antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Human muscle lysate and lysate from HEK293T cells transfected with haemagglutinin-taggedÂ telethonin expression construct were separated on an SDS 4â€“12% acrylamide gradient gel and the resulting blot was probed with anti-telethonin antibody. For gel source data, see Supplementary Fig.Â 1.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 5 Standard curve generated with genomic DNA of wild-type and HPS1 mutant B-LCLs from UMI-based Illumina deep sequencing.
Genomic DNA from wild-type cells and HPS1 cells homozygous for the 16-bp microduplication were mixed at different ratios (xÂ axis). These mixed DNAs were used for the construction of a UMI-based Illumina library to determine the ratio of the alleles through deep sequencing (yÂ axis). These data are fitted to a regression line with the R2 value reported. nÂ =Â 1 biological replicate.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 6 Indel spectrum generated by SpCas9 editing at the HPS1 locus in HPS1 B-LCL cells.
Indel spectra of SpCas9 nuclease cells treated with different sgRNAs determined by UMI-based Illumina deep sequencing. a, Target site 1. b, Target site 2. c, Target site 3. d, Target site 4. e, Target site 5. f, Target site 6. Red bar indicates 16-bp deletion that corresponds to the deletion of one of the microduplication repeats. Data show indel spectra from one representative biological replicate out of three independent biological replicates.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 Effect of rucaparib on the profile of microhomology-mediated deletion products at AAVS1 locus in patient-derived HPS1 B-LCL cells.
a, Schematic of two prominent DNA DSB repair pathways. A DSB can be repaired through various pathways that produce different DNA sequence endÂ products. The NHEJ pathway is the dominant DSB repair pathway in most cells. The MMEJ pathway uses end-resection to discover small homologies on each side of the break that can be used to template the fusion of the broken ends. PARP-1 regulates DSB flux through the MMEJ pathway. Treatment of cells with rucaparibâ€”an inhibitor of PARP-1â€”attenuates DSB flux down the MMEJ repair pathway. b, Percentage of microhomology-mediated deletions (green) and total indels (blue) resulting from SpCas9 treatment of cells in the presence of 0,10 and 20Â Î¼M rucaparib. Bars show mean and dots show individual data points from three biological replicates based on UMI-based Illumina deep sequencing. c, Percentage of 1-bp insertions (purple), microhomology mediated deletions (green) and other deletions (grey) produced by SpCas9 RNP with a sgRNA targeting the AAVS1 locus with the addition of increasing amounts of rucaparib. MeanÂ Â±Â s.e.m. from three biological replicates based on UMI-based Illumina deep sequencing. d, Percentage of microhomology-mediated deletions out of total indels in cells treated with SpCas9 in the presence of rucaparib. MeanÂ Â±Â s.e.m., dots represent individual data points from three biological replicates. P values determined using two-tailed unpaired t-test (Supplementary TableÂ 9). ***PÂ =Â 0.0004, ****PÂ =Â 6.5Â Ã—Â 10âˆ’7. e, Left, alignment of allele sequences obtained from deep sequencing analysis from samples treated with SpCas9 RNP in the presence of different rucaparib concentrations. Microhomologies present at the AAVS1 locus are shown in by red, green and blue. Microhomology-mediated deletion is indicated by two-toned text. Magenta carets indicate site of DSB created by SpCas9. Inserted bases (ins) are shown in purple, deleted bases (del) are shown as black dashes. Right, heatÂ map depicting the percentage of alleles generated after SpCas9 treatment of cells in the presence of different concentrations of rucaparib (0, 10 or 20Â Î¼M). The blue colour gradient scale indicates the percentage of occurrence of that sequence. HeatÂ map represents mean values from a total of three independent biological replicates.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 Editing with SpCas9 and LbCas12a at endogenous microduplications.
a, Percentage of microhomology-mediated deletions out of total indels at endogenous sites in cells treated with SpCas9 and LbCas12a. MeanÂ Â±Â s.e.m., dots represent individual data points from three biological replicates. b, Schematic of endogenous site containing a 24-bp microduplication for SpCas9 target sites 1â€“3. The 24-bp microduplication repeats are shown in bold red and blue. The PAM sequence is outlined in magenta and the protospacer sequence is underlined. Magenta carets indicate the site of DSB. c, Percentage of alleles with 24-bp deletion (green) and total indels (blue) for all three guides from TIDE analysis. Guide 3 produces primarily 23-bp deletions, but not 24-bp deletions, probably because it recuts the collapsed DNA sequence. Bars shows the mean from nÂ =Â 3 biological repeats, individual data points are represented by dots. d, Proportion of the 24-bp deletion out of total indels as individual data points (dots), with meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m. nÂ =Â 3 biological repeats. e, Schematic of endogenous site containing a 27-bp microduplication for SpCas9 target sites 1 and 2. f, Percentage of alleles with 27-bp deletion (green) and total indels (blue) for both guides from UMI-based Illumina deep sequencing. Bars show the mean from nÂ =Â 3 biological repeats, individual data points are represented by dots. g, Proportion of the 27-bp deletion out of total indels as individual data points (dots) with meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m. nÂ =Â 3 biological replicates.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 Bioinformatics pipeline for identification of disease alleles.
Schematic shows the bioinformatics pipeline used to identify all microduplications amendable to efficient MMEJ-mediated collapse from the â€˜codingâ€™ regions (exome_calling_regions.v1; mainly exons plus 50 flanking bases) in the gnomAD genome and exome databases (version 2.0.2). Insertion variants observed in both databases were used for analysis (variants occurring in both databases were counted once). Insertions that do not add a repeatÂ unit to an existing tandem repeat and are not themselves a perfect repeat were filtered to constrain only duplications that spanned 2â€“40Â bp in length and are amendable to CRISPRâ€“Cas9 targeting. This dataset was then cross-referenced against the ClinVar database (clinvar_20180225.vcf) to apply further filters for variants reported as pathogenic, which ultimately yielded 143 likely disease-causing microduplications.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Pathogenic microduplications and their prevalence in human populations.
a, Number of insertion variants of length >1Â bp that are annotated as pathogenic or pathogenic/likely pathogenic in ClinVar. Variants are binned by length, with all those of length 40Â bp or greater combined. The insertions (grey) are stratified into progressively finer categories: duplications (red); â€˜simpleâ€™ duplications (described in text, orange); and the subset of these observed at least once in gnomAD exome/genome databases (green). b, Number of insertion variants of length >1Â bp that are observed at least once in the â€˜codingâ€™ regions of the gnomAD exome/genome databases. As above, insertions (grey) are stratified into progressively finer categories: duplications (red); â€˜simpleâ€™ duplications (orange); the subset of these listed in ClinVar (cyan); and the subset annotated as Pathogenic or Pathogenic/likely pathogenic in ClinVar (green). Cyan and green bars are not visible at this resolution.
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